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We give for some Banach spaces X and Y examples of linear and continuous 
operators U :  C(T ,  X )  + Y ,  such that U'cp E As,(X, Y ) ,  for each cp E C ( T )  and 
U # :  C ( T )  + As,(X,Y) is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect to the 
2-absolute norm on As,(X, Y ) ,  but U is not 2-absolutely summing. o 1999 Aca 
deniic Press 
For X a Banach space, 1 I r I a, and ( x , , ) ~  c X we write wr(xn I 
n E N )  = sup{(C:=lIx*(x,,)I ) Ix* E X*, Ilx*ll I 11, if r < a and wx(xn I 
n E N )  = ~ ~ p , ~ ~ ~ l l x ~ l l ,  if r = m, w,(X> = { ( x , ~ > ~ ~ ~  cx I wr(x,, In E N )  
< m}. For 1 I p I r < m, U E L(X, Y )  is called ( r ,  p)-absolutely summing 
if there exists C > 0 such that for each x l ,  . . . , xrl E X we have 
r l / r  
The ( r ,  p)-absolute norm of U is llUllr,l~ = inf C. We denote by As,(X, Y )  
the Banach space of all (2,2)-absolutely summing operators from X into Y 
equipped with the 2-absolutely summing norm called simply 2-absolutely 
summing; see [3] for details. If T is a compact Hausdorff space and X is a 
Banach space we denote by C ( T , X )  the Banach space of all continuous 
X-valued functions defined on T equipped with the supremum norm and 
C ( T )  = C(T,  X )  for X = R or C. If U: C ( T ,  X )  + Y is a linear and 
continuous operator, for each cp E C ( T )  we consider the operator U"cp: 
X + Y ,  (U#cp)(x) = U(cp @ x), x E X. Evidently U # :  C ( T )  + L(X,  Y )  is 
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linear and continuous. A natural problem is to study the connection 
between the operators U and U# for different classes of normed ideals of 
operators; see [4, 51. In the paper [ 5 ]  it is shown that if U is a 2-absolutely 
summing operator then U’cp E A s , ( X , Y )  for each cp E C ( T )  and U # :  
C ( T )  + As,(X,  Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect to the 
2-absolute norm on As,(X,  Y ) .  This suggests the study or whether the 
converse of the above implication is true. In [51 an example is also given of 
an operator U: C([O, l ] , l , )  + 1,  such that U”cp E As,(l,, 1,) for each 
cp E C([O, 11) and U # :  C([O, 11) + As,(Z,, 1,) is a 2-absolutely summing 
operator with respect to the 2-absolute norm on As,(l,, Z,), but U is not 
2-absolutely summing. In what follows, we study the reverse of the above 
implication for arbitrary X and Y. In Propositions 1-5, A = { - 1, l}N is 
the Cantor group, A the Haar measure on A ,  r,, E C(A) the nth 
Rademacher function on A ,  i.e., r , ,(S) = Sn for each S E A ,  and C the 
a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of A.  For each notation and notion used and 
not defined we refer the reader to [ l ,  31. 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, Y a Banach space 
which does not contain a copy of co,  2 I p < a, 1 < 4 I 2 such that 
- + - = 1. Then for each 5 E w,(X*), 7 E w,(Y> there exists a linear and 
continuous operator U:  C(A, X )  + Y such that U’cp E As,(X,  Y )  for each 
cp E C(A) and U # :  C(A) + A s , ( X , Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator 
with respect to the 2-absolute norm on As , (X,  Y ) .  
Pro05 Let 5 = (x”,),,, E y l ( X * ) ,  7 = (y,,), ,  E w,(Y>. We define 
U: C(A, X I  + Y ,  U ( f >  = C:=, fi,, dA)y,, f E C(A, X I .  For y* E 
Y* we have 
PROPOSITION 1. 
1 1  
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thus 
P dh) ' /"  
I w p ( 0 ( / A I I f ( W  
i.e., 
X 
1) dh)'I" c I X ; I ( / A  fr,, dh)Y*(Y,)l  4 w4(v)llY*llwp( O ( / A I l f ( W  
n = l  
for each y* E Y*. Since Y does not contain a copy of c o ,  Pelczynski's 
theorem ensures that the series Z:= fr,, dh )y ,  is norm convergent; 
hence we can define U( f ). Also the above relations show that ly*U( f ) l  I 
w4(v)lly*llwp(~)(/All  f(8)ll" d h ) ' I p  for each y* E Y*,  i.e., U is linear and 
continuous. For cp E C(A), U'cp: X + Y ,  (U'cp)(x) = C;=, x ; I ( x )  
(/Acpr,f dh)y, , ,  i.e., U'cp = Z:=, x;Ia,, @ yn ,  where a,, = /Acpr,, dh.  Since 
q I 2, w,(v )  I w,(q) < 
in L,(h), the Bessel inequality implies 
X 1 / 2  X 
and by orthonormality of the sequence (rn),, 
1 l l 2  [ ~ l ~ ~ x ~ a n ~ ~ 2 ]  (SUPnENIIX:II) i n - ,  c I/A qrn d h 1 2  
' / 2  
I (sup,,,,~I~;Ill)(/~lcp1~ d h )  I w,( t)(/Alcp12 dA)l" .  
From these inequalities we deduce that U'cp E A s , ( X , Y )  for each y E 
C(A) and IIU"cpllz I ~ ~ ( ~ ) w ~ ( ~ ) ( / ~ I c p 1 ~  dh)l12. (In fact the above inequal- 
ity shows that U'cp is a 2-nuclear operator and as is well known, 2-nuclear 
operators are 2-absolutely summing, see [3].) Also, the last inequality 
shows, as is easy and well known, see [3], that U': C(A) + A s , ( X , Y )  is 
2-absolutely summing. 
Let X and Y be arbitraiy Banach spaces. Then for each 
5 E w,(X*), 7 E w,(Y),  there exists a linear and continuous operator 
U:  C(A, X )  + Y ,  such that U"cp E A s , ( X , Y )  for each cp E C(A) and 
U': C(A) + A s , ( X ,  Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect to 
the 2-absolute norm on A s , ( X ,  Y ) .  
Pro05 Let 5 = (x:),,, E w,(X*), q = (y,,),, E w,(Y) .  We define 
U: C(A, X )  + Y ,  U ( f )  = C:=, f r ,  dh)y,,,  f E C(A, X I .  Using the 
PROPOSITION 2. 
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orthonormality of the sequence (r,), ,EN it follows that for each E E 2, 
/, r,, d h  + 0 and from here for f E C(A, X I ,  11, fr, dhll + 0, hence 
x:(/, fr, d h )  + 0. Using the fact that r] E w , ( Y )  it follows that the series 
E:=, j?,, dh)y,, is norm convergent; see [2, Theorem 6 p. 441. The 
fact that U has the properties from the proposition can be proved as in 
Proposition 1, observing that w,(q)  I wl(r]) < m. 
The above proposition shows that for each X and Y arbitrary Banach 
spaces, there exists a linear and continuous operator U: C(A, X )  + Y ,  
such that U"cp E A s , ( X , Y ) ,  for each cp E C(A) and U": C(A) + 
A s 2 ( X , Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect to the 2-ab- 
solutely norm on As,(X,  Y ) .  
Let Y be a Banach space which does not contain a copy 
of co and such that the identig operator on Y is not (2, q)-absolutely summing 
for some 1 < 4 4 2. Then there exists a linear and continuous operator 
U:  C(A, I,) + Y ,  such that U"cp E As,(l,,Y) for each cp E C(A) and 
U": C(A) + As,(l,,Y) is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect to 
the 2-absolute norm on A s  ( I l l ,  Y ) ,  but U is not 2-absolutely summing. Herep 
is the conjugate of q,  i.e., - + - = 1. 
Let e,, E 1; be the canonical basis and 5 = (e,),, E N .  Then 
w,(e,> = sup{C;=,I(e,, a>l" I a E I,, llallp I 11 = 1, i.e., 5 E w,(l,T>. Also, 
since the identity operator on Y is not (2, q)-absolutely summing for some 
1 < 4 4 2, we can find an r] = (y,),, E w4(Y such that Ez = , I1 y,, I I  = a. 
Let U: C(A,l ,)  + Y be the operator associated with 5 and r] as in 
Proposition 1, i.e., U ( f )  = E~=,(/,(e,,,fr,) dh)y,,  f E C(A, X ) .  Now if 
(e,),, 
PROPOSITION 3. 




is the canonical basis of 1, then 
since q I 2. From this we deduce that w,(r,, 8 e, In E N )  I w,(e, In E 
N )  ; m and as U is 2-absolutely summing we must have Cz= IlU(r, 8 
e,,)ll < a. But using the orthonormality of the sequence (r,), N ,  U(r, 8 
e,,) = y,, and hence, E:=,IIy,,ll < a, which is a contradiction. 
Let X be a Banach space which contains a copy of c,,, Y 
a Banach space which does not have the Orliczproperty. Then there exists a 
2 
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linear and continuous operator U:  C(A, X I  + Y ,  such that U'cp E A s 2 ( X ,  Y )  
for each cp E C(A) and U': C(A) + A s , ( X , Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing 
operator with respect to the 2-absolute norm on A s , ( X , Y ) ,  but U is not 
2-absolutely summing. 
Pro05 Since X contains a copy of co ,  let ( x , ) , , ~ ~  E w , ( X )  with 
inf,~,Nllx,~ll = 6 > 0 and take x: E X *  with IIx,*II = 1 and x:(xn) = Ilx,ll. 
Let 5 = (x:),,, E w,(X). As Y does not have the Orlicz property there 
exist 7 = (y,,),, E w,(Y)  such that C~=lI1y,zII = a. Let U: C(A, X )  + Y 
be the operator associated to 5 and 7 as in Proposition 2 ,  i.e., U ( f )  = 
C;=, fr,, dh)y,, f E C(A, X ) .  We have w2(r1 8 x,, I n E N )  5 
w2(x,  I n E N )  5 wl(x,, In E N )  < m and as U is 2-absolutely summing 
then: Cz= lllU(r,z 8 x,,)1I2 < a. Using the orthonormality of sequence 
( r , , ) , , ,  we obtain U(r, 8 x,) = x:(x,)y, = IIx,,IIyn and hence 
C~=llIx,,11211yn112 < a. But 62C:=llly,lII I C~=llIx,,11211yn112 < a, i.e., 
C~=llly,112 < m, which is a contradiction. 
Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, Y a 
Banach space which contains a copy of co. Then there exists a linear and 
continuous operator U:  C(A, X )  + Y ,  such that U'cp E A s 2 ( X ,  Y )  for each 
cp E C(A) and U': C(A) + A s , ( X , Y )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator 






Since Y contains a copy of co ,  let ( Y , ) , , , ~  E w,(Y) ,  with 
inf, NIIy,lll = 6 > 0. Take 7 = (y,),, E w,(Y). As X is infinite dimen- 
sional, by the Dvoretzki-Rogers theorem there exist (x,,), E w 2 ( X )  
such that Z~=lllx,ll = m and let x: E X "  with IlxtII = 1 and x,*(x,,) = 
IIx,,II. Let 5 = ( x : ) , , ~  ,, E w,(X*) and let U: C(A, X I  + Y be the oper- 
ator associated to 5 and 7 as in Proposition 2 ,  i.e., U ( f )  = 
C ! , = , ~ X ; ( / ~  fr, dh)y,, f E (A,  X I .  We have w2(r,, 8 x,, In E N )  I w2(x,, I 
n E N )  < a and as U is 2-absolutely summing, Cz= lllU(r, 8 x,)1I2 < a. 
But the orthonormality of the sequence (r,,), implies that U(r, 8 x,,) = 
x ~ ( x , , ) y , ,  = Ilxrllly,, and hence C;=~lx,ll lly,ll < m. But 62C;=lllx,,ll 5 
C;=,II~,,11~11y,~11~ < m, i.e., C:=lllx,ll < m, which is a contradiction. 
In the next proposition we give another examples like those from 
[5, Theorem 3.51. 
2 
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PROPOSITION 6. There exists a linear and continuous operator U: 
C([O, 11, co)  + co,  such that U'cp E As2(co,  co )  for each cp E C([O, 11) and 
U': C([O, 11) + As2(co ,  co )  is a 2-absolutely summing operator with respect 
to the 2-absolute norm on As2(co,  co>, with the property that, for any k E N ,  
there exists a subspace L of C([O, 11, co)  with dim L = k ,  such that U 
restricted to L behaves like an identity operator on 1:. 
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Pro05 Let e, E c i  = I, be the canonical basis and let 5 = (e,,), E 
w,<ci), r] = (en),,, E wl(co). Let ~ , ( t )  = eZTInt, for II E N ,  which is an 
orthonormal family in L,[O, 11, and U: C([O, 11, co) + co be the operator 
associated to 5 and r] as in Proposition 2, with r,, replaced by F,,, i.e., 
U ( f >  = ( /d(e, , f ( t>F,( t>> dt),,  N, f E ([0,11, cJ. For k E N ,  let L = 
lin{E1 8 e l , .  . . , zk 8 ek> and let cp = Ef=, tls, 8 e,. Then using the or- 
thonormality of the family (F~) , ,  € we have 
k k 
U(Cp> = c 4(/,  ( e n ,  e , ) s , ( t ) F n ( t )  dt)?,€N = c t,e, 
1 =  1 I =  1 
= ( t  l , . . . , t k 9 0 , . . . ) ,  IlU(cp)ll = max,=, k ( l t , l ) $  
and in addition lld = S U ~ ~ ~ [ ~  llllcp(t)ll = suptE[O llIICf=l t , ~ , ( t )  8 elllco = 
max,= k(ltlI). 
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